In our approach we have combined knowledge of Old Masters (working in this field before the year 1905), New Masters (working in this field after the year 1905) and Dissidents under the guidance of Louis de Broglie and David Bohm. In our model the photon is represented as the Huygens-de Broglie's particle on the helical path (full wave) guided by the Newton-Bohm entangled evolute (empty wave). We have formulated the concept of the Super-Elastic Photon WAVE based on the Great Works of Weber, Abbe, Voigt and Einstein. This model works with the longitudinal elasticity of that WAVE that was already very well tested experimentally. Newly, we propose to test the elastic amplitude of this WAVE for the case of the Doppler's redshift, the Doppler's blueshift, and the Zwicky's redshift. We have newly used the concept of the Lorentz' force for the description of the photon acting force and the fermion reacting force. In this model the Lorentz' factors γ and γ 3 do not describe the "transverse mass of fermions" and longitudinal mass of fermions" but the "reacting transverse force of fermions" and the "reacting longitudinal force of fermions". (The mass of photons and fermions does not change with their speed). It is very well-known that the cylindrical helix observed from different angles forms shadows in the Plato's Cave as circle, sine, cosine, trochoid, cochleoid, hyperbolic spiral. Therefore, the resulting shape depends on the observer position in the Plato's Cave-this is the famous Rashomon effect between observers. Based on the Newton-Bohm helical evolute and the Huygens-de Broglie helical path of the particle we have derived interesting formula known as the quantum of the magnetic flux. When we work further with this concept based on the Mathematical Beauty developed by Dirac, Gell-Mann, Schwinger, Polchinski, Witten and many others, we will obtain possible properties of the magnetic monopole. This photon quantum of the magnetic flux can be experimentally evaluated in the known tests with superconductors and micro-WAVES and infrared-WAVES. Can it be that Nature cleverly works with the magnetic monopole hidden in plain sight? We want to pass this concept into the hands of Readers of this Journal better educated in the Mathematics and Physics.
Introduction
The famous quote of Heraclitus "Nature loves to hide" was described in details by Pierre Hadot in 2008. Hadot in his valuable book gives us many examples how Nature protects Her Secrets. In several situations the enormous research of many generations is strongly needed before the right "recipe" unlocking the True reality can be found. Johann Wolfgang Goethe remarked to our research: "Nature does not suffer Her veil to be taken from Her, and what She does not choose to reveal to the spirit, thou wilt wrest from Her by levers and screws." In our model of the photon we have found that Nature could keep Her Secrets hidden in plain sight and thus can perfectly document Her Top Art of Hiding.
curves. Cylindrical Helix belongs to the Treasure of Geometry. The Cylindrical Helix seem to have been discovered and thoroughly studied by Apollonius of Perga (The Great Geometer) and his scholars as e.g. Geminus of Rhodes. Cylindrical helix is composed from two motions-circular and translational. Heron discovered the cylindrical helix construction by triangle wrapping that gives to us a deeper view in the properties of the elastic helical WAVE. For the details of the Heron's construction see P. Mancosu and A. Arana (2010) .
Helices can be observed in many natural forms and structures-see e.g. T.A. Cook in "The Curves of Life" (1914) . One of the most fascinating natural structures is the DNA double-helix discovered by two Great New Masters James D. Watson Albert Einstein called these empty waves in the de Broglie-Bohm theory as the ghost waves ("Gespensterfelder", ghost fields) and the de Broglie-Bohmian concept as "too cheap". Are we able to find a physical meaning for those empty waves? In such case we might express here the old Bohemian proverb "Salt above Gold" as "Photons above Gold".
In order to achieve our target we have combined knowledge of Old Masters (working in this field before the year 1905), New Masters (working in this field after the year 1905), and Dissidents working on the double helix model of the photon for many years.
(We are aware of the famous quote of Richard Feynman from the year 1965: "I think I can safely say that nobody understands quantum mechanics.") In the acronym WAVE the following names of the Great Masters are hidden: Einstein Albert who studied the elasticity of the spacetime in the longitudinal direction in 1905.
Inspirations from Old Masters, New Masters, and Dissidents
The Heron's Triangle will be later modified by the Doppler's redshift, the Doppler's blueshift, and the Zwicky's redshift. The Super-elastic WAVE will give the identical results in the longitudinal direction as for the case of the elastic spacetime theory. Newly, we propose to measure the elasticity of photon waves in the transverse direction using a method employed by R.A. Ashworth in 1998.
Doppler's Longitudinal Redshift of the Super-Elastic WAVE
For this case when the source and observer are moving away from each other the photon longitudinal wavelength λ 0 will be redshifted by the Lorentz factor γ while the cylindrical circumference will be shorted by the factor γ -1 . The frequency ν 0 of the particle in the longitudinal and transverse direction will be smaller by the factor γ -1 . The longitudinal light velocity will be c while the transverse light velocity will be c* γ
. We propose to measure the amplitude of that Super-Elastic WAVE.
In the Table 2 : index L is for the longitudinal direction, index T is for the transverse direction, A is the amplitude and O is the circumference, λ is the wavelength, ν is the frequency, T is the period, c is the light speed, γ is the Lorentz factor. 
Doppler's Longitudinal Blueshift of the Super-Elastic WAVE
For this case when the source and observer are moving towards each other the photon longitudinal wavelength λ 0 will be blueshifted γ -1 by the Lorentz factor while the cylindrical circumference will be bigger by the factor γ. The frequency ν 0 of the particle in the longitudinal and transverse direction will be higher by the factor γ. The longitudinal light velocity will be c while the transverse light velocity will be c* γ amplitude of that Super-Elastic WAVE.
In the Table 3 : index L is for the longitudinal direction, index T is for the transverse direction, A is the amplitude and O is the circumference, λ is the wavelength, ν is the frequency, T is the period, c is the light speed, γ is the Lorentz factor. Vol. 11, No. 4; When the photon source is far away from the observer, the massive photon evaporates its mass with the evaporation rate given by the photon mass evaporation rate (Hubble constant) H = (2.2 ± 0.1)*10 Table 4 . Many of those properties were already very well experimentally documented for the model of the expanding Universe. We propose to measure the amplitudes of those "tired" Zwicky's Super-Elastic WAVES.
In the Table 4 : index L is for the longitudinal direction, index T is for the transverse direction, A is the amplitude and O is the circumference, m is the mass of the photon, λ is the wavelength, ν is the frequency, T is the period, c is the light speed, H is the Hubble constant, t is time for the arrival of the photon from the source to the observer. B stands for the surface brightness in the Tolman's test.
Lorentz' Acting Force of Redshifted Photons and Reacting Force of Fermions-Pushing of Fermions
We have to follow the advice of Albert Einstein: "It is not good to introduce the concept of mass M = γm of a moving body for which no clear definition can be given". For details see L.B. Okun (1989) who made a great effort to remove this meme of the "relativistic mass" from our thinking. We propose that the occurrence of the Lorentz factor come from the microworld-from properties of redshifted photons pushing fermions with the acting force while fermions react against the action by their reaction. Table 5 summarizes acting force of the redshifted photons and the reacting force of fermions. In that Table 5 index L describes the longitudinal motion, index T describes the transverse motion, m 0 is the mass of photon, c T light velocity in the transverse direction, γ is the Lorentz factor, m e is the fermion mass, a L is the acceleration in the longitudinal direction, a T the acceleration in the transverse direction. 
Lorentz' Acting Force of Blueshifted Photons and Reacting Force of Fermions-Braking of Fermions
We have to follow the advice of Albert Einstein: "It is not good to introduce the concept of mass M = γm of a moving body for which no clear definition can be given". For details see L.B. Okun (1989) who made a great effort to remove this meme of the "relativistic mass" from our thinking.
H.A. Lorentz derived his famous formula for the longitudinal force F L = γ 3 ma L and for the transverse force F T = γma T that were excellently confirmed by all experiments. In this experimental modification the fermions have being pushed by photons. What will be the situation for the braking of fermions by photons? We propose to study the braking of fermions in more details.
For this case we propose that the occurrence of the Lorentz factor come from the microworld-from properties of blueshifted photons braking fermions with the acting force while fermions react against this action by their reaction. Table 6 summarizes acting force of the blueshifted photons and the reacting force of fermions. In that Table 6 index L describes the longitudinal motion, index T describes the transverse motion, m 0 is the mass of photon, c T apr.ccsenet.org Applied Physics Research Vol. 11, No. 4; 2019 45 light velocity in the transverse direction, γ is the Lorentz factor, m e is the fermion mass, a L is the acceleration in the longitudinal direction, a T the acceleration in the transverse direction. Table 6 . Acting force of blueshifted photons in the longitudinal direction Acting force of blueshifted photons in the longitudinal direction
Acting force of blueshifted photons in the transverse direction 
(Superconducting) Magnetic Flux Quantum Θ0 of Photons
We will model the photon with its mass m as the dyon rotating on the helical path (see Table 1 where we have postulated properties for that dyon). This is the full wave-Huygens-de Broglie wave. We will use "the old recipe" of Isaac Newton and will introduce the locus of centers of curvature of this full helical wave. It is known that the locus of centers of curvature of a cylindrical helix is a coaxial helix of equal pitch. This Newton-Bohm helical empty evolute will guide that photon on its helical path. The rotating dyon on the helical path with the Weber speed c W = √2 c will create self-organized magnetic field in the direction of the central axis of that cylindrical helix. The helix angle of the cylindrical helix is α = 45°. We have summarized some properties for that photon. It was very unexpected result to get the expression of the (superconducting) magnetic flux quantum Θ 0 for photons!!! It could completely change our approach for the study of high-temperature superconductors. In this case we should try to create complex of electron with the dyon (photon) in such a way that it will remains Vol. 11, No. 4; 1 and the composite material. Temperature of the used matrix could increase the vibration of the matrix atoms and thus can destroy this valuable complex electron-dyon (photon). Based on the work of K.S. Tikhonov et al. (2018) we can derive the condition:
where k B is the Boltzmann constant, T C is the critical temperature of the superconductor.
There are very well-known methods to specialists in this field how to work with micro-WAVES and infrared WAVES to stimulate and modify the superconductivity (e.g., A. Cavalleri in 2017 , A. Saraiva et al. in 2017 . We want to pass this model to experienced Readers of this Journal to evaluate the potential of this model. At this moment we see a possibility to go with photon wavelength close to the visible spectrum before the photoelectric effect will emit free electrons as it was documented by Philipp Lenard, Albert Einstein and Robert Andrews Millikan. Electrical voltage difference emf should fulfill this condition:
where ν crit is the frequency where the photoelectric effect will start to emit free electrons.
Observation of the Visible Huygens-De Broglie Helical Orbit in the Plato's Cave
We can experimentally observe the full wave only-the particle on the Huygens-de Broglie helical path from the Aristotelian World. The empty wave-Newton-Bohm guiding helical evolute cannot be experimentally detected, it is the "hidden" mathematical object in the Plato's Realm.
The result of the experiment with the full wave will depend on the position of the observer from which angle he will observe that particle. Observers in the Plato's Cave can see circle, sine, cosine, trochoid, cochleoid, and hyperbolic spiral. Therefore, we are confronted with the Rashomon effect: many observers-many results for the same event. There are known about fourteen different interpretations of Quantum Mechanics. We propose to name this Rashomon effect as "Many Interpretations of One World".
This concept brings a new insight to this topic. The probability of the finding the particle at a particular location in space is proportional to the square of the height of the corresponding helical wave at that point-Born rule. We might derive the Heisenberg relation as: There is the very well-known quotation of J.S. Bell: "No local hidden variable theory (in the Spirit of Einstein's ideas) can reproduce QM predictions for EPR correlations at all orientations of polarizers".
If we can prepare two particles on the entangled helical paths we might state the J.S. quotation: "Two particles on the entangled helical paths can reproduce QM predictions for EPR correlations at all orientations of polarizers."
Conclusions
work with the mathematical camouflage used by Nature to protect Her Secrets? 9. We want to pass this model into hands of Readers of this Journal better educated in Mathematics and Physics.
